This paper examines the preliminary-announcement and display function of human-friendly robot's following action and intention, especially about the direction of motion and the speed of motion for mobile robot which moves on a 2-dimentional plane. We proposed 2 types of methods: the method indicating a state just after the moment (lamp and party-blowouts) and the method displaying from the present to some future time continouously (beamof-light and projector). Simulation system has been developed to confirm the effectiveness of the preliminaryannouncement and display. Effctiveness can be evaluated by the mobile robot chasing. The mobile robot moves about at a random speed in a random direction. Subject person moves the operation robot by using joystick with looking at the preliminary-announcement on the mobile robot. So the method to display (lamp/blowout/beam) and the timing to announce (0.5-3.0[s] before the actual motion of the robot) are evaluated numerically with the position/direction gap. The data is processed not only as the average and the standard deviation but also with the two-way ANOVA and t-screening. It was examined on a translation and a rotation separately and then on a 2-dimentional plane.

